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Introduction 

 

Fraser River sockeye Oncorhynchus nerka and pink salmon Oncorhynchus gorbuscha are 

managed by the Fraser River Panel to meet spawning escapement and harvest goals (Pacific 

Salmon Commission 2004).  Test fishing data in combination with hydroacoustics (Chen et al. 

2004; Xie et al. 2005), are used for in-season assessment of Fraser River sockeye and pink salmon 

stocks (Woodey 1987). Marine test fishing catches are used as early indicators of relative 

abundances in coastal marine areas, but need to be extrapolated using an expansion line 

(1/catchability) to derive abundance estimates. Because of the uncertainty inherent in estimating 

catchability coefficients and high intra and interannual variability in marine test fishing 

catchability, the resulting daily abundance estimates can vary widely.  

Marine test fisheries, used to assess the migration timing and abundance of Fraser sockeye 

and pink salmon, are located in both Juan de Fuca Strait and Johnstone Strait migratory approaches 

(Figure 1). Marine gillnet test fisheries are typically used to assess the marine abundance of earlier 

timed Fraser sockeye (Early Stuart and Early Summer-run stocks) while purse seines test fisheries 

are used to assess the marine abundance of Summer-run and Late-run Fraser River sockeye and 

Fraser River pink salmon. Purse seine test fisheries typically begin in late July and end sometime 

in August or early September depending on the cycle year, timing and abundance and management 

requirements. Purse seine test fisheries operate daily, during daylight hours, and weather 

permitting make 6 systematic sets per day at 6 different locations.  Juan de Fuca Strait purse seine 

test fisheries take place at varying depths, perpendicular to shore, near the ‘Blue Line’ (in the 

vicinity of Carmanah Point) while the majority of upper Johnstone Strait test fishing sets are made 

nearshore, at designated shore tie-off locations, along the east coast of Vancouver Island between 

the Blinkhorn peninsula and Fine Beach (Figure 2).  Additionally, there are a few test fishing 

locations along the northwest shore of Cracroft Island as well as in open water in mid Johnstone 

Strait. While it is commonly accepted that tides and currents impact salmon migration (Olson and 

Quinn 1993, Bourque et al. 1999), thus far it has not been possible to explain the variability in test 

fishing catchability data using published tide and current information. This could be due to the fact 

salmon migrations and distributions are influenced more by local factors and that published tide 

and current information do not take into account the effects of weather and physical geography on 
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local real-time currents. Weather, geography and tides influence the local currents, salmon 

behaviour and distribution and test fishing catchability. 

In 2015, the PSC secretariat and DFO staff submitted a joint three year project proposal to 

the PSC Southern Endowment and Enhancement Fund (SEF) Committee to track ocean surface 

currents in upper Johnstone Strait for the collection of local real-time tide and current data in an 

attempt to explain the variability in marine test fishing catch data and improve the run size 

estimates of Fraser River Sockeye and Pink salmon. In 2016, during the first year of the project, 

20 surface current tracking devices were deployed during ebb tide at various locations in Johnstone 

Strait. Using an online satellite tracking system, the devices were tracked for up to 9 days, or until 

they stopped transmitting. Based on the information obtained during the first year of the project, a 

more detailed deployment strategy was developed for 2017. A total of 25 SCTs or ‘drifters’ were 

prepared for release at 5 pre-determined sites, timed for four aspects of the tidal cycle—ebb, low 

slack, flood and high slack. This report describes the current information collected by the deployed 

drifters in 2017 and the analyses of the data. 

 

 

Figure 1. Northern and southern marine migration routes and SEF Project study area. 
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Figure 2. Map of upper Johnstone Strait study area and test fishing locations. 

 

Methods 

The main aim of the drifter project in 2017 was to find the best strategy to deploy the drifters 

to generate location specific time and current information. Only during the third and final year 

would the tide and current information be linked to catchability estimates of the test fisheries. 

Therefore, in this report, we will mainly focus on the results of the drifter deployment.  

 

A. Drifter deployment 

The Institute of Ocean Sciences (IOS) in Sydney, B.C. has developed ocean surface current 

tracking technology (SCT) using SPOT Trace ® hardware (Figure 3). SPOT Trace devices utilize 

Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) technology. In 2016, we collaborated with oceanographer and 

research scientists Dr. Richard Thomson and Tamás Juhász at IOS to use their tracking technology 
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to collect ocean current data from upper Johnstone Strait.  Following his retirement, Mr. Juhász’s 

has continued to construct these drifters and they are being distributed by Chris Paynter through 

his company called Oceanetic Measurement (2011) Ltd. based in North Saanich, BC. Their SCT 

units are constructed from readily available biodegradable building materials. To minimize the 

direct effects of weather on the buoy, each buoy has a drogue and most of the buoy floats below 

the water surface, with only approximately 5 cm above the water surface (Figure 4).  Each SPOT 

Trace device was registered and Global Star tracking parameters (Table 1) were set up using the 

interactive www.findmespot.com webpage as recommended by Tamás Juhász. Each SCT buoy or 

drifter was clearly labeled ‘Harmless Oceanographic Instrument’ and ‘Pacific Salmon 

Commission Research Buoy’ along with contact information if found by the public. Each SCT was 

stored in a plastic bucket to prevent damage during transportation. 

 

Figure 3.  Surface current tracker shortly before deployment.   

 

 

http://www.findmespot.com/
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Figure 4. GPS surface current tracking buoy developed by the Institute of Ocean Sciences.  To 

minimize the direct effects of weather on the SCT movement, the majority of the SCT floats below 

the surface with only the SPOT Trace above the water surface. 

 

Table 1. SPOT Trace tracking device settings. 

Name:      SEF1 

Tracking:     5 minutes 

Movement Alerts:    Enabled 

Dock Mode:     Disabled 

Status Message:    Disabled 

Power Off Message:    Enabled 

Low battery Message:   Enabled 

Third Party GPS Forwarding:  Disabled 

 

Based on results obtained in 2016, in 2017 we deployed 24 drifters at 5 locations in upper 

Johnstone Strait (Figure 5). Each SPOT Trace was activated just prior to deployment and the time 

and start location of each drifter were noted (Table 2). The drifters were deployed during four 

different aspects of the tidal cycle (ebb tide, low tide, rising tide and high tide; see Figure 6). 

Because substantial winds can impact the surface current and the drifter to a greater extent than 

the salmon migrating deeper in the water column, deployment of drifters during strong winds were 

avoided. The drifter deployment was spread over two days with relatively calm ocean conditions 

on 22-23 August. Most of the drifters were deployed by a vessel and staff affiliated with Fisheries 

and Oceans Canada(DFO).  A second vessel and DFO staff deployed the drifter associated with 

location E (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. Deployment locations of the drifters in Upper Johnstone Strait. 

 

Figure 6. Drifter deployment location in relation to the tidal cycle. 
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Table 2. Date, time and location of drifter deployment in upper Johnstone Strait. 

 

 

B. Impact of tide and current on drifter movements 

The information obtained from the drifters can be analysed graphically using the transmitted 

GPS coordinates. For each release location, a map can be created, indicating the tracks of the 

different drifters. In order to link the information from the drifters to published tide information at 

Port Hardy (http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/science/charts-cartes/obs/index-eng.html), the 

longitudinal location of the drifter is tracked over time. If the movement of the drifter is impacted 

by the tide, it is expected that during ebb, the drifter would move west towards the open ocean 

Drifter Location Date Time Lat Lon Conditions

1 A 2017-08-22 11:02 50o32.630N 126o44.389W Calm, Fog

2 B 2017-08-22 11:20 50o35.420N 126o43.241W Calm, Fog

3 C 2017-08-22 11:51 50o29.912N 126o28.434W Calm, Fog

4 B 2017-08-22 14:43 50o35.388N 126o43.250W Calm, Cloudy

5 A 2017-08-22 14:56 50o32.654N 126o44.801W Calm, Cloudy

6 C 2017-08-22 15:25 50o29.915N 126o28.432W Calm, Cloudy

7 A 2017-08-22 17:44 50o32.629N 126o44.837W Calm, Cloudy

8 A 2017-08-22 17:44 50o32.629N 126o44.837W Calm, Cloudy

9 C 2017-08-22 18:11 50o29.917N 126o28.412W Calm, Part Sun

10 C 2017-08-22 18:11 50o29.917N 126o28.412W Calm, Part Sun

11 B 2017-08-22 18:42 50o35.425N 126o43.245W Calm, Part Sun

12 B 2017-08-22 18:42 50o35.425N 126o43.245W Calm, Part Sun

13 A 2017-08-23 9:07 50o32.643N 126o44.850W Cloudy, 1 ft chop

14 C 2017-08-23 9:34 50o29.916N 126o28.438W Cloudy, 1 ft chop

15 B 2017-08-23 10:13 50o35.315N 126o43.234W Calm, Cloudy

16 D 2017-08-23 12:26 50o42.178N 127o05.534W Cloudy, 1 ft chop

17 D 2017-08-23 15:58 50o42.156N 127o05.662W Calm, Cloudy

18 Defective

19 D 2017-08-23 18:42 50o42.238N 127o05.430W Calm, Part Cloudy

20 Not used

21 E 2017-08-23 9:16 50o51.3602N 127o31.7948W Calm, Cloudy

22 E 2017-08-23 12:22 50o513509N 127o31.7894W Slight breeze

23 E 2017-08-23 12:22 50o513509N 127o31.7894W Slight breeze

24 E 2017-08-23 15:23 50o51.3578N 127o31.8064W Calm, Clear

25 E 2017-08-23 18:24 50o51.3643N 127o31.8123W Calm, Clear
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while during rising tides, the drifter would move in the opposite direction. If the movement of the 

drifter is impacted by currents instead, there may not be a similar longitudinal pattern visible in 

the data. 

 

C. Development of deployment strategy for 2018 

During the third year (2018), this project will aim to link the information from the drifters 

about tide and current to test fishery data. In order to do this, sufficient drifter information needs 

to be available to create a large enough sample size for further analyses. Appropriate deployment 

locations and times are evaluated based on the available drifter tracks along test fishing locations 

in 2017. The goal for 2018 would be to have sufficient drifter tracks available around the locations 

of the test fishing sites to analyse patterns in the data and evaluate the importance of tide versus 

current at the different locations. 

 

Results  

Of the 24 drifters that have been deployed, 23 provided useful tide and current information. 

The results have been first summarised by release location, by trends in tide and current 

information and based on the test fishing locations that the drifters passed by. Only the data 

collected until midnight August 25 are plotted here. After August 25, the data mainly covered 

locations more seaward than of interest for this study.  

 

A. Drifter deployment 

All the drifters that were deployed south of Hanson Island (location A, Figure 7), moved 

west after being released. Drifters 5 and 7, released at high and ebb tide, moved north of Malcolm 

Island towards more open waters, while drifters 1 and 13, respectively released at low and rising 

tide moved westward below Malcolm Island. Drifter 8, released at the same time as drifter 7, 

followed the same current as drifter 7 but stranded shortly after its release. 

Drifters deployed north of Hanson Island (location B, Figure 8), either moved north or south 

of Hanson Island. The drifters deployed at ebb tide (drifters 11, 12) moved directly north towards 

open waters, while the drifter deployed on the low tide (drifter 15) initially moved north but then 

moved south again, to later move back north and follow the same current as drifters 11 and 12 
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once away from the narrow strait between Hanson and Swanson Islands. Drifters 2 and 4, released 

on rising and high tides, both moved south of Hanson Island. Drifter 4, which was released later 

than drifter 2, does not quite clear the strait before moving back north and following the rest of the 

drifters towards more open water. On the other hand, drifter 2 moves out of the influence of the 

same current and starts moving west towards Malcolm Island. 

Of the drifters deployed north of Fine Beach (location C, Figure 9), the one released on the 

low tide (drifter 14) moved north-west and the one released on the rising tide (drifter 3) moved 

south-east. Both drifters released on the ebb tide (drifters 9 and 10) moved directly west while the 

drifter released on high tide (drifter 6) moved a small distance east to later move in the westward 

direction. All of the drifters deployed north of Fine Beach (location C, Figure 9) quickly move to 

the shoreline and at several instances the drifters appeared to move back and forth in local eddies.    

Drifters deployed north-west of Malcolm Island (location D, Figure 10), seem to all move 

along the shoreline of Malcolm Island. The drifter released at rising tide (drifter 16) initially moved 

east and then down to Hanson Island before returning. The drifter released at high tide (drifter 17) 

moved down and west and later returned to follow a similar pattern as drifter 16. Drifter 19, 

released on the ebb tide, initially moved eastward.  

Drifters deployed at rising and high tide near the Gordon Group Islands (drifters 22 and 23, 

location E, Figure 11) initially move southeast but later start moving northwest. Drifter 25, released 

at ebb tide, moved directly northwest, while drifter 21 released at low tide moved initially 

northwest but later moved back south. Drifters 21 and 23 at one point move closer to the shoreline, 

causing them to be caught up in local currents and as a result, do not show the same clear tidal 

patterns in their movement as the other drifters. Drifters 22, 24 and 25 eventually reached more 

open waters and remained more offshore. 
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Figure 7: Data obtained from drifters released at location A. 

 

Figure 8: Data obtained from drifters released at location B. 
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Figure 9: Data obtained from drifters released at location C. 

 

Figure 10: Data obtained from drifters released at location D. 
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Figure 11: Data obtained from drifters released at location E. 
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north-west into open waters for the first time (Figure 11). However, based on the information in 

Figure 12, drifter 25 seemed to have moved along this track a full tidal cycle before drifter 22, 

which had first moved southeast before changing directions with the change of the tide.  

The cyclic pattern caused by rising and ebbing tides is also apparent for drifter 23 but is 

somewhat distorted due to the closer proximity of this drifter to the islands’ shorelines and the 

impact local currents might be having on the movement of this drifter. Drifter 21 seems even more 

affected by local currents and only shows limited movement.  

A second set of drifters from both location A and B (drifters 4, 5, 7, 11, 12 and 15) moved 

north of Hanson and Malcolm Island (Figures 7 and 8). In this case, the impact of the current on 

the movement of the drifters is obvious as soon as the drifters are north of Hanson Island with 

different drifters moving in very similar patterns. When tracking their longitudinal movement over 

time, there also appears to be a tidal impact on the movement, but this impact differs from what 

was observed north of the Gordon Group Islands (Figure 13). Once the drifters seem free of the 

influence of surrounding islands, the drifters seem to move west at ebbing tide, while during the 

rising tide, the drifters do not move longitudinally but instead move in the latitudinal direction 

depending on the current. Overall, the observed patterns seem consistent across drifters regardless 

of the tidal cycle during which the movements occurred.   

The last example to explore the impact of tides and currents on the drifter movement focuses 

on the Upper Johnstone Strait (Location C, Figure 5) near the most southerly test fishing locations 

shown in Figure 2 (Figure 14). Because the Upper Johnstone Strait is relatively narrow, the local 

current seems to have a greater impact on the drifter movement than in more open waters, making 

it more difficult to observe tidal patterns in the data. Overall it seems that during ebbing and low 

tide, the drifters move westward while during rising and high tide, the drifters move eastward or 

remain at the same longitudinal location.  
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Figure 12: Change in longitudinal location over time of drifters north of the Gordon Group Islands 

 

Figure 13: Change in longitudinal location over time of drifters north of Hanson and Malcolm 

Islands 
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Figure 14: Change in longitudinal location over time of drifters in the Upper Johnstone Strait near 

the test fishing locations 

 

C. Development of a deployment strategy for 2018 

In order to develop a deployment strategy for 2018 that would allow linking the tide and 

current information to test fishery data, the test fishing locations have been mapped in combination 

with the moving drifters. Drifters released above Fine Beach (drifter location nr.40) passed along 

the Upper Johnstone Strait test fishing locations (Figure 15) mainly because of the strong westward 

current in most of these locations. Despite another drifter deployment site located north of Green 

Shack (37, Figure 7), these drifters all moved westward with the current, away from the test fishing 

locations. Some of the drifters released north of Hanson Island got pushed by the tide in the 

direction of the test fishing locations (drifters 2,4,15, Figure 8) but the combination of tide and 

current seemed to have pushed them either back north or westward.  
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Figure 15: Drifter tracks along the test fishing locations (numbered gray circles, see Figure 2 for 

the names of the different test fishing locations). 

 

In order to get a better sense of how the drifter information on tide and current could link 

with the test fishing data, the catch at different test fishing locations and at different times have 

been plotted on the figure indicating the movement of the drifter over time (Figure 16). Despite 

the drifters passing the different test fishing locations, it is rare for the drifters to be in the general 

vicinity of a test fishing site at the same time the catches were taken. Besides plotting the data, no 

further analyses linking the test fishing data with the tide and current information have been done 

thus far given the limited number of observations that can be linked. Those further analyses are 

expected to be part of the third year of the project.  
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Following the results obtained thus far, it would be difficult to design a deployment strategy 

to increase the probability of drifters being at the different test fishing locations at the same time 

as test fishing takes place. Instead, the main goal of the drifter deployment strategy should be to 

learn more about the local currents at the different test fishing location and the interaction of the 

tide with the current. This can be achieved by maximising the amount of drifters passing by the 

different test fishing locations at different times while at the same time preventing drifters from 

being stranded within local eddies soon after release.  

 

Figure 16: Drifter tracks along the test fishing locations over time. The grey circles indicate the 

test fishing location (see Figure 2 for the names of the test fishing locations) while the number 

within the purple circles indicate the number of sockeye caught at that time at that particular test 

fishing location.  
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Based on the experience during the first two years of this project, the following 

recommendations should be followed when deploying drifters: 

- Drifters should preferably be released north of Fine Beach (the eastern most test fishing 

site for the Area 12 purse seine test fishery) to maximise the chances of the drifters 

moving past the different test fishing locations. Drifters released above Izumi Rock or 

more westward are unlikely to move east of Izumi Rock and cover the eastward locations 

given the strong westward currents in the Upper Johnstone Strait.   

- Drifters north of Fine Beach should be preferably be released at high or ebb tide, with an 

occasional release at rising tide given the high probability for the drifter to be stranded 

at Fine Beach. Low tide should be avoided to prevent drifters moving to the north side 

of the Strait.  

- Sufficient time should pass between the deployments of two drifters to ensure the drifters 

do not show a very similar movement pattern. To ensure a different drifter track, drifters 

should be released at different aspects of the tide (high tide, ebb tide or rising tide). 

 

Given the limited daily opportunities to deploy the drifters north of Fine Beach while 

following these recommendations, the deployment would be spread over several days, 

substantially increasing the cost of deployment.  In order to reduce the cost of deployment, perhaps 

the drifters could be deployed by the test fishing vessel after the first set of the day. This would 

mean the drifters would be deployed north of Fine Beach or Robson Bight depending on where 

the first set is taken. Potentially, two drifters could be deployed daily when sufficient time has 

lapsed after the first deployment and the tide has moved into a different phase. The probability of 

the second drifter moving eastward to cover more of the test fishing locations is however unclear 

at this point.   

 

Conclusion 

The work done in 2017 for this SEF project has been focused on refining the deployment 

strategy of the drifters to maximise the chances of the drifters moving along the Upper Johnstone 

Strait test fishing locations while providing information about the impact of tides on local currents 

in those locations. The second year of the project was successful in terms of finding the best 

deployment location as well as the best deployment time in relation to the tides.  
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